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From: SCHALLY Hugo-Maria (ENV)
Sent: Wednesday, November 29, 2017 3:09 PM To:
Karl Foerster
Cc: DAVIES Sian; Foerster Karl; LIEGEOIS Eric (GROW); Dangis Alexandre - EUPC; Furfari Antonino - PLASTICS
RECYCLERS EUROPE; Garcia Leonor; PETTINELLI Carlo (GROW); SADAUSKAS Kestutis (ENV); PRISTA Luisa
(GROW); BOSMANS Werner (ENV); VECCHIO Veronica (SG); DE DOMINICIS Ariane (SG)

Subject: Re: Current draft of the Voluntary Committments
Dear Karl,
Thank you for sharing this "work in progress", which we got just in time to reassure our upper levels of
hierarchy that your efforts are ongoing and congratulations for the work done so far .
However let me also share our feeling that there is still a long way to go until this would become the "
ambitious and credible " commitment that we are looking for from value chain participants. I guess that in
particular the specifics on the different " platforms " should provide some of that ambition .
We are - together with our colleagues from DG GROW - available for further discuss, as you see fit.
Best regards
Hugo Schally
Sent from a mobile device
From: DAVIES Sian rmailto:Sian.DAVIES@plasticseurope.ora1
Sent: Wednesday, November 29, 2017 10:24 AM
To: SADAUSKAS Kestutis (ENV); SCHALLY Hugo-Maria (ENV); PRISTA Luisa (GROW); LIEGEOIS Eric (GROW);
BOSMANS Werner (ENV)
Cc: Foerster Karl; Dangis Alexandre - EUPC; Furfari Antonino - PLASTICS RECYCLERS EUROPE; Garcia
Leonor
Subject: Current draft of the Voluntary Committments
Importance: High

Dear Madam, Sirs,
Following your request of yesterday evening, please find in attachment the current draft of the Voluntary
Commitments, which is still in discussion at this moment in time.
As the organisations have not yet agreed on this text, please treat this as confidential.
It is provided to give you an overview of the areas where we are working.
Best regards
Siân Davies
Administrative Assistant supporting Public Affairs and Styrenics
PlasticsEurope
Avenue E. van Nieuwenhuyse 4/3 - 1160 Brussels - Belgium
Phone +32 (0) 2 676 17 39 - Fax +32 (0) 2 675 39 35

sian.davies@plasticseurope.org
www.plasticseurope.org
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